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Count Me In by Varsha Bajaj 
 

Seventh-graders Karina Chopra and Chris Daniels are next door neighbors, but for years they 

have barely spoken to each other after an incident on the bus. That all changes when Karina’s 

grandfather moves to town and begins to tutor Chris in math so he can continue to play 

basketball. Their friendship grows stronger after a brutal, racist attack occurs when Karina and 

her grandfather are targeted for being Indian American. Karina begins a social media effort to 

bring her community together and raise awareness of xenophobia and hate crimes by using the 

hashtags #countmein and #hatehasnohomehere. Can two 7th graders bring peace and change to 

their community while trying to overcome a hate crime? Count Me In highlights the darkness of 

racism and the strength it takes for a community to begin the healing process. 
  

Author Website: https://www.varshabajaj.com 

Teacher Guide: https://www.varshabajaj.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Count-Me-In-

Teacher-Guide.pdf  

 

 

 

A High Five for Glenn Burke by Phil Bildner 
 

Sixth-grader Silas Walker lives and breathes baseball; therefore, his school project focuses on 

baseball and the invention of the high five. For Silas, the project and the biographical focus of 

Glenn Burke, have more meaning than getting a good grade. Besides inventing the high five, 

Glenn Burke was also the first openly gay baseball player.  Burke is an inspiration to Silas who 

is beginning to open up about being gay himself.  Can Silas accept his true self and trust that he 

belongs on the baseball team even when others don’t feel the same way? A High Five for Glenn 

Burke challenges students to redefine and imagine friendship, acceptance, and courage when no 

one seems to want to be a team player, not even yourself. This realistic and inspiring novel will 

connect with anyone looking for a sense of hope and approval during the ups and downs of 

middle school.   
  

Author Website: https://indiahillbrown.com 

Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXg11Z-cKJU     

Teaching Resources: https://www.nea.org/professional-excellence/student-engagement/read-

across-america/find-your-book/high-five-glenn-burke 

  

 

 

The Forgotten Girl by India Hill Brown 
 

Iris and Daniel enjoy exploring during the wintry weather until they stumble upon an unexpected 

grave. As they research the abandoned and segregated graveyard, the friends learn more about 

the history of their town and try to work together to make the present day better; but that isn’t 
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going to be easy with the ghost that is now haunting them. Discover what will happen as you 

devour India Hill Brown’s spooky novel! 
 

Author Website: http://www.pablocartaya.com/ 
Author Book Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTpaEbOal-M&feature=youtu.be 

 

 

 

96 Miles by J. L. Esplin 
 

The Lockwood brothers live off the grid in the middle of the Nevada desert with their survivalist 

father and are prepared for anything that might happen.  At least they thought they were until the 

electricity went out twenty-one days ago, just after their father left on a business trip, and they 

were robbed of everything they had.  The only way they are now going to survive is to make the 

trek to their neighbors in the middle of the summer, through the desert, 96 miles away.  Read this 

survival adventure to find out if they make it. 
 

Author Website: https://jlesplin.com 

Book Review:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aEd3np0bQU    

 

 

 

Charlie Thorne and the Last Equation by Stuart Gibbs 
 

In this action adventure international spy novel, Charlie Thorne is a genius, a thief, and has now 

been recruited by the CIA to help find the missing Einstein formula before it falls in the wrong 

hands.  Einstein hid the formula before he died when he realized it could either benefit the world 

or destroy it, depending on how it was used, and Charlie may be the only person smart enough to 

find it.  
 

Author Website: https://stuartgibbs.com 

Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HlXVCrf_Cg 

Curriculum Guide: 

https://d28hgpri8am2if.cloudfront.net/tagged_assets/6397859/9781534424777_cg_charlie%20th

orne%20and%20the%20last%20equation.pdf  

 

 
 
Sal & Gabi Break the Universe by Carlos Hernandez 
 

7th grade can be hard for anyone. Being the new kid with Type 1 diabetes has its own 

challenges, even for magician Sal Vidón who has the ability to transport objects from other 

universes. Lucky for Sal, though, he meets Gabi Reál who becomes Sal’s dedicated sidekick and 

confidant. Through their friendship, Sal and Gabi work together to break the universe in the hope 

of repairing loss and saving others from certain death. Will they succeed by breaking the barriers 

of space and time, or will their efforts fail? This story will fascinate all sci-fi readers and anyone 

who has ever been fortunate enough to find that one true best friend. 
  

Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXGpr2e1GIQ  

Author Book Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvvUMr3S8Iw&feature=emb_logo  

Educator Guide:  https://books.disney.com/content/uploads/2019/03/Sal-Gabi-EG_v-Final.pdf  
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When Stars Are Scattered by Victoria Jamieson and Omar Mohamed 
 

Based on the true story of a Somali boy and his brother in a Kenyan refugee camp, this graphic 

novel chronicles the struggles they faced each day as well as the hope and endurance that life 

could get better. 
  

Author Website:  http://www.victoriajamieson.com  

Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=111ztD-2QaU 

Educator Guide: https://storage.googleapis.com/classroom-portal-

production/uploads/2020/04/032fc1d8-whenstarsarescattered_edguide_25088_5p.pdf  

 

 

 

Spooked! How a Radio Broadcast and The War of the Worlds Sparked the 1938 Invasion of 

America by Gail Jarrow  
 

Did you know that in 1938 Martians invaded New Jersey? At least that is what a nationally 

broadcast radio show had people believing to the point of some people calling in eyewitness 

accounts of aliens to the police and families fleeing New York City. Learn about the production 

of the radio show on Halloween eve, where the acting company brought one of the first science 

fiction stories to life, The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells. The performance convinced 

listeners across the country that the United States was being attacked by deadly monsters from 

Mars. Read about one of the first large scale fake news incidents which created a national uproar 

and the repercussions that happened, including the arrest of the lead actor and his eventual rise to 

stardom. Listen to a recording of the actual radio broadcast to see if you are convinced that we 

aren’t alone. 
 

Author Website:  https://www.gailjarrow.com  

Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFSUQ9DINi8  

1938 Radio Broadcast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzC3Fg_rRJM  
 

 

 

Stand Up, Yumi Chung! by Jessica Kim 
 

They say the best comedy comes from personal pain and suffering; well, middle schooler Yumi 

Chung is about to find out if that is really true. She certainly has plenty of material to draw on - 

she is awkwardly shy, her hair perm has taken on a life of its own, and all the kids tease her that 

she smells like her parent’s restaurant.  Her Korean parents are focused on Yumi getting into an 

Ivy League college, so her summer vacation will be spent in test-prep classes in hopes of getting 

a future scholarship. But, when Yumi accidently assumes the identity of a student in a local 

theater comedy camp, she is presented with an opportunity to pursue her dream of comedy. 

Yumi’s dream of doing stand-up is more than a joke to her and it may make you laugh out loud. 
 

Author Website: https://jesskimwrites.com/books 

Author Interview: https://vimeo.com/406276732 

Discussion Guide: https://storage.googleapis.com/classroom-portal-

production/uploads/2020/03/981f7dc9-yumichung_dg_2020.pdf    
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Chirp by Kate Messner 
 

Moving is a perfect chance to restart. Right? Mia moves to Vermont the summer after seventh 

grade recovering from a broken arm and holding a secret. This move brings more time with 

Gram who is convinced that someone is trying to ruin her cricket farm. Is Gram right? Can Mia 

transform a simple STEM project into a way to help Gram? An excellent story about challenges 

of growing up, friendship, and helping family! 
 

Author Website:  https://katemessner.com 

Author Read Aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFMQACBf_Rs  

 

 

 

Planet Earth Is Blue by Nicole Panteleakos 
 

Nova LOVES space. Just like every kid her age, she can’t wait to watch the Challenger Launch. 

It’s something exciting when everything has been changing. Nova’s sister, Bridget, is missing 

and Nova is in a new foster home. Bridget was always the person who understood Nova who is 

autistic and nonverbal, and Bridget helped foster Nova’s love of space. As Nova starts to make 

sense of her new world, she gets excited for the Challenger Launch for a personal reason. She 

knows Bridget will come for her, because Bridget told her, “No matter what, I’ll be there. I 

promise.” 
 

Author Website: https://www.nicolepanteleakos.com/ 

Discussion Guide: https://images.randomhouse.com/promo_image/9780525646570_5733.pdf  

 

 

 

Child of the Dream: A Memoir of 1963 by Sharon Robinson 
 

Sharon Robinson shares memories from the pivotal year in American history and her own life 

during 1963. Sharon’s father, Jackie Robinson, a Hall of Fame baseball player, alongside 

Sharon's mother Rachel, instilled in their family the importance of civil rights. See primary 

source photographs and learn more about this time period as you journey with Sharon Robinson. 
 

Author Website:  http://www.sharonrobinsonink.com  

Book Trailer:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXy2qd-aBEQ&feature=youtu.be  

 

 

 

Gloom Town by Ronald L. Smith 
 

Rory knows that his mother is trying to make the best of things but paying for rent is harder 

every month. He believes that getting a job will help her out, even if the job is concerning. Rory 

and his best friend Isabella try to unravel the unusual happenings and uncover what is actually 

taking place at Foxglove Manor to help save the town! With just the right balance of magic and 

fight, this book is perfect for fans of Series of Unfortunate Events by Lemony Snicket or The 

Night Gardener by Jonathan Auxier! 

   

Author Website: https://www.strangeblackflowers.com  
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Clean Getaway by Nic Stone 
 

A road trip story with a twist. At first Scoob thinks he is just getting even with his dad for 

missing out on a promised summer trip, when G’ma comes to the rescue with a road trip in her 

new Winnebago. Scoob explores G’ma’s past as they travel across the southern states, leaving 

them both questioning how much has and hasn’t changed in the last 50 years for interracial 

travelers? Will history repeat itself or will Scoob and G’ma find they are actually making history 

of their own? 

  

Author Website:  http://www.nicstone.info  

Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zKomZFZGoI  

Author Book Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4bh1JuR_Rc&feature=youtu.be  

Educator Guide: https://images.randomhouse.com/promo_image/9781984892973_6648.pdf 

 

 

 

A Time Traveler's Theory of Relativity by Nicole Valentine 
 

Finn is used to people in his life disappearing. He lost his twin sister when she drowned when 

they were three, and his mom left them a few months ago. The only comforts he has is his best 

friend Gabi and physics books. Then he goes to visit his grandmother and things are strange. She 

tells him that the women in his family can travel through time and his mom is trapped 

somewhere on the timeline. The only one who can save her is Finn, but there’s more at stake 

than Finn realizes! Can he save his mom? Do other people know about time travel? Who can he 

trust! 

   

Author Website: https://www.nicolevalentinebooks.com 

Teaching and Discussion Guides: https://lernerbooks.com/teaching_guides/408 

Article about real world connections: https://lernerbooks.blog/2019/07/real-world-anchors-in-a-

time-travelers-theory-of-relativity.html  
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